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Commentary

Nevada Money Should
Stay in Nevada
Time to Reform the Contracting Process

In Governor Brian Sandoval’s State of the State speech, he encouraged everyone to “shop
Nevada first” and said Nevada should make “supporting private sector job creation a way of
life for all government agencies.” I heartily endorse both these ideas, but the state has a long
way to go to prove its support for homegrown businesses.
For example, did you know that when Nevada companies compete for state contracts
with companies based in other states, there is no preference given to the local business? The
only exception is that the Public Works Department gives a 5 percent preference to Nevada
companies in contracts worth more than $250,000. Other than that, Nevada companies
are on their own. All bids are graded on a point system, no matter where the businesses are
based. We pay taxes to the state, but we get little support in return.
And logic doesn’t seem to matter much, either. Instead of hiring a Nevada company to
promote tourism efforts and to market our state as a cultural destination, in July the Nevada
Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs issued a $3.2 million, two-year contract to
Burson-Marsteller, an international firm headquartered in New York.
This $3.2 million contract would have gone a long way to help a local marketing firm
survive these lean times. Besides enabling them to keep or increase their staffing, consider
the trickle-down effect of using local firms to provide goods and services: photographers,
printers, graphic artists, film services, etc. Burson-Marsteller has resources all over the
world and may not need to use any local companies, although it says RedRock Strategies, a
PR firm based in Las Vegas, will do some of the work. Besides that, a $3 million contract
must be a drop in the bucket to them. Will they assign their A-team to handle this project,
or will we get their junior account executives?
A big portion of this contract is set aside for promoting tourism to rural Nevada. What
do New Yorkers know about rural Nevada? Have they ever attended a Cowboy Poetry Festival or driven the Loneliest Highway? Do they know where Genoa is? Have they visited
the mining museum in Tonopah? Do they even know how to pronounce our state’s name
correctly?
The Tourism Department also issued a $250,000 contract to GreenRubino, a brand development consultant based in Seattle, to develop a new “brand” for Nevada. Some of their
proposed slogans are: reiNVent, All In Nevada, and Nevada Is For Doers. Really?? It
seems like a local firm could have come up with something as good, and that contract money
could have stayed in our state.
Obviously, the state needs to get its money worth when issuing contracts. We don’t
want to pay more than necessary just to give a contract to a local company, and we want to
make sure that the work gets done by an experienced, competent team. But in some cases,
common sense just doesn’t prevail. For example, the Glenn Group, a statewide agency, had
a contract for 5 years with the Nevada Department of Public Safety to promote highway
safety. When the $2 million contract came up for renewal recently, the Glenn Group scored
7.6 out of 10 and a Utah firm scored a 7.7. For one-tenth of a point, the money went to Utah
instead of Nevada.
If it truly is the Governor’s mandate to support Nevada businesses, then state processes
need to change and we need to give preference to Nevada companies whenever contracts
go out for bid. This is something that can and should be brought up in the next legislative
session. Nevada companies deserve our support, and “shop Nevada first” should apply to all
state contracts.
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Cover Story

Nevada’s
Diverse
Businesses
Minority-Owned
Companies Thrive
in the Silver State
By Jennifer Rachel Baumer

T

he year is 2012 and it feels strange and a little uncomfortable to
be considering minority-owned businesses. Twelve years into
the 21st century, it seems there should no longer be a designation for minority-owned business – business should be business and everyone should be working together through the
slowly recovering economy.
Which is pretty much the case once a business is launched and operating – on a day-to-day basis, business is business. It’s getting there that
causes challenges and, once there, perceived and actual discrimination
can create further challenges.
There’s still a disparity between opportunities for minority-owned
and majority-owned businesses, maintains Ernest Fountain, CEO, Nevada Minority Business Enterprise Center. “Most minority owned businesses still don’t have access to capital they need in order to compete
and operate their businesses, and they don’t have access to the capital
they need for the proper management team in order for the business to
compete for contracts,” said Fountain. Nevada Minority Business Enterprise Center works as a lender for the Nevada branch of the U.S. Small
Business Administration (SBA) and fosters the growth of minorityowned businesses.

Rhodes-Ford
& Associates
September 2012
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Cover Story | Minority-Owned Businesses
“I believe it’s important to still have the
designation, because there are certain situations in which certain businesses may not
get an opportunity without that designation,
so it is helpful,” said Berna Rhodes-Ford, an
employment, healthcare and corporate attorney who has been in practice 16 years but just
went out on her own a year ago. “I haven’t
benefitted from it but I can’t say I’ve strategically availed myself of it, either.”
“The average net worth of a black person in America is only $5,446 and so we
have always networked in the U.S. We’re
the last in every economic indicator in the
country, we’ve got the highest unemployment rate from 1970 through 2012. As a
matter of fact, unemployment in the black
community has doubled every year except
for six years out of the last 40 years,” Fountain adds. “There’s a need to try and provide
opportunities to the black business sector
and address a lot of the economic woes the
black community suffers from.”
“I will honestly say I have been very fortunate in that I’m just doing business,” said

Ernest Fountain
Nevada Minority Business
Enterprise Center

Rhodes-Ford. “I don’t feel any negative repercussions as a result of being a minority.
I feel like my client base is very diverse and
my referral base is very diverse. So far I think
I’m on an even playing field.”

Designations and Definitions
Not all designations of minority-owned
business refer to ethnicity. Women-owned
businesses are considered minority-owned
businesses, despite the numbers of women in
the business world.
“It was funny when I was asked to be part
of an article on minority-owned business and
I’m thinking, what? And then, Oh, woman,”
said Nicholle Alumbaugh, owner, Homage
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& Warehouse Space
Elevator & Common
Lobby, Hi-Tech
Security, Reader
Board
5475 S. DECATUR BLVD

(between Russell & Hacienda)

Prime Locations. Now Leasing.
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VALLEY VIEW
BUSINESS CENTER

6280, 6380, 6555 & 6625
S. VALLEY VIEW BLVD
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702.320.4400

www.hellercompanies.com
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT - COMMERCIAL LEASING - DESIGN & BUILD TENANT IMPROVEMENTS
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT - GENERAL CONTRACTORS
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Bakery in Reno. The restaurant business is
a very masculine dominated industry, Alumbaugh says, and when she worked in other
kitchens she was frequently the only woman.
But now she’s a business owner, “I feel more
of a minority as an independent business
owner than a woman in this economy striving to make something work because you
don’t have all the money in the world. You
look down the street and there’s the casinos
and they have all the money and can hire
and fire at will. Their next employee is right
down the road, just another person on payroll. We’re a family here and work together
as part of that family.”
“It’s sad that we have to [have a designation for woman-owned business]. I think we
need it and I don’t want to say it’s not necessary,” said Rhodes-Ford. “There are some
circumstances where it’s necessary. I’m in a
male dominated profession and I can certainly see situations in which the certifications
are needed and some of the smaller companies – there are also certifications for small
business and disadvantaged businesses without respect to gender or ethnicity, so I think
there’s a place for all those certifications.”
Small, disadvantaged businesses fall into
some of the same categories and can utilize
the same programs, and some businesses are
considered disadvantaged simply because
they are small and can’t necessarily compete
on an even playing field with the big boys. An
independently owned S-corporation with one
shareholder/employee is probably not playing
on the same field as a multi-national corporation with shareholders around the world.
Capital is often one of the deciding factors of
what makes a small business disadvantaged
and allows it to fall into the same category
as a minority-owned business and capital is
one of the areas where federal guidelines and
many non-profit organizations work to level
the playing field.
The definition of a minority-owned business is a business owned 51 percent or better
by a woman or a member of an ethnic minority. SBA requirements for utilizing the
programs offered include ownership of the
business by an individual who qualifies (or in
some instances, is certified) as someone who
has experienced social disadvantage (being
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Dave Everhart
Small Business
Administration,
Nevada District

subject to racial or ethnic prejudice because
of being identified as a member of a group
rather than by individual qualities) or economically disadvantage (a socially disadvantaged individual whose ability to compete on
a level business playing field is compromised
by access to capital and/or credit).
The designation is in place to help these
businesses compete and win federal contracts
set aside through specific programs. Larger
companies and those not part of the program
cannot compete for those set asides. In addition, Dave Everhart, deputy director Nevada
district SBA, notes large contracts like the
huge Department of Defense contracts for
building airplanes, all have a portion set aide
that must be filled by small businesses.
The set asides help small businesses and
minority-owned businesses that can’t compete against the resources large businesses
can bring to bear. One instance where the
designation helps is with set asides for state
government contracts where a percentage of
the contract must go to a small disadvantaged
or veteran-, woman- or minority- owned
business. After going through the process to
be designated as a vendor, it doesn’t necessarily mean the business will automatically
get a contract, but that it’s on the list to compete like everybody else.
“It’s odd to still have the [minority business] designation in this day and age but
there are still barriers to entry,” said Bob
Daniels, owner/manager, PrideStaff Las Vegas, a minority- and veteran-owned national
staffing company with a local focus. “One of
my peers has a woman-owned business in
Florida and obviously she’s a minority business because she’s a woman and she was able
to get into a utility company because of her
status. It opened the door. That’s the secret.”
Without capital, businesses can’t compete, and for minority-owned businesses,
that means capital accessible at reasonable

rates. There is still discrimination and minority businesses are still sometimes charged a
higher rate than a majority-owned business.
“My pricing is based on material costs, labor costs, overhead and my profits, so if my
material costs and overhead is higher than
my competitor’s, then I can’t compete,” said
Fountain.
The move to making capital available to
minority-business owners isn’t new. Bank
of America originally formed as Bank of

Italy because Italian immigrants couldn’t get
loans in the early 20th century.

Programs and Potentials
Helping small and minority-owned businesses compete is why government programs exist to provide training and access to
set aside contracts. Most SBA programs deal
Continues on page 34
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Feature Story

BEST
COMPANIES
TO WORK
FOR
2012

I

By Tarah Figueroa

n an economy where simply finding
a job is an accomplishment in and of
itself, being named one of the Best
Companies to Work For is doubly
impressive. With so many Nevadans seeking work, the following companies have recognized the value of their employees and go above and beyond to ensure
they’re taken care of. While many businesses have had to cut employee benefits
or programs, these companies have gotten
creative and found ways to reward their
employees while maintaining healthy, viable companies.
The following 10 Best Companies to
Work For were nominated throughout the
state for their outstanding treatment of
the people that make their business successful. They were recommended by the
employees themselves who were asked to
give references for their companies. Congratulations to the 10 that were chosen and
kudos to the many companies that didn’t
make the list but certainly made the selection process difficult.
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3G Studios
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3G Studios is a technology company
that has embraced the “app generation”
and creates everything from games to apps
for companies to get their media across every platform in today’s on-the-go, online
world. The company is headed by CEO
James Kosta and has been in business
since 2006.
Headquartered in Reno, the company
offers a full-array of medical benefits to
full-time employees, as well as short-term
disability and life insurance. When the
downturn hit, 3G didn’t reduce any benefits for its employees. The company promotes charitable giving for its employees
and donates thousands each year while
encouraging employees to actively participate in those charities. Additionally,
3G organizes several employee events including an annual Six Flags trip as well as
multiple employee dinners and video game
tournaments.
“3G does everything it can to produce
the strongest work/life balance in an industry often claimed to be all-consuming of
employees’ lives,” said Cody Mattes, office manager for the company. “They are
leading the way, not just in tech, but as an
example of how [companies in] all industries can become great places for their employees to look forward to coming to work
each day.”

Advanced
Management Group
Headed by President Bret Holmes, Advanced Management Group (AMG) is a
property management company that serves
multi-family properties on both ends of the
state. The company provides everything
from financial management to asset and
property management for its customers.
As one of the best companies to work for
in Nevada, AMG received dozens of nominations from employees recommending
the organization for the honor.

iPhone is a registered
trademark of Apple, Inc.
Android is a trademark
of Google, Inc.
BlackBerry is a registered
trademark of Research
In Motion Limited.

City National Mobile Banking
September 2012
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Each nomination touted the company’s health benefits package, dedication
to charitable organizations and policies
of promoting from within. One thing
that was consistent in the nominations
was how the employees felt about management’s willingness to listen to their
ideas. Many said that they were made
to feel valued and company executives
viewed them as family rather than em-

ployees. They feel that their concerns
are addressed quickly and that’s reflective in their loyalty to the organization
with some employees having been there
for 14 years or more.
“This is a people’s company. We talk,
they listen and compromise with great
results for all,” said Jose Baez-Flores, a
property manager at the organization.
“Love this company,” he added.

Fighting for Nevada and Nevadans

Alarmco, Inc.
Alarmco is Nevada’s largest and
oldest locally owned security provider,
having been in Southern Nevada since
1950. The organization provides a complete spectrum of security services including, on-site patrols, fire and burglar
alarms, video surveillance and electronic entry. The company was founded
by Lew Whitney as Merchant Patrol
and Alarm. In 1964, the organization’s
name changed to Alarmco, however its
mission of protecting Nevada homes and
businesses remained.
The company believes heavily in promoting within and is run today by Tom
Wilson who worked his way up from the
position of security officer. Alarmco is
very employee-orientated and management works hard to ensure that everyone
feels valued. The company is focused on
long-term relationships with the people
that work there and, as a result, it’s not
uncommon for employees to have a 20year plus tenure with the company.
“I have been an employee of Alarmco
for 16 years and am still considered a new
employee,” said Diane Cowgill, records
department supervisor.
In addition, Alarmco offers employees the full range of health benefits and
encourages charitable donations through
food- and toy-drives. When the economy
declined, rather than lay-off anyone or remove important health benefits, there was
an across-the-board pay cut with company executives leading the way.

Bally Technologies, Inc.

@hutch4nevada

www.facebook.com/hutch4Nevada

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Mark Hutchison.
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It isn’t easy to keep employees of a
global company happy, but Bally Technologies certainly does a credible job.
The organization, headed by CEO Richard Haddrill, designs, manufactures, operates and distributes gaming devices
worldwide. The company was founded in
1932 by Raymond T. (Ray) Moloney and
is the oldest slot manufacturing company
in the world.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Bally’s benefits packages covers both
the employee’s health and financial security. In addition to the health insurance
offered, the company offers flexible spending accounts which allow employees to
set aside pre-tax dollars to cover unreimbursed medical costs and daycare expenses. On top of the benefits package, Bally
offers employees several other wellness
programs including healthy eating seminars, smoking cessation classes and weight
loss programs. At the company’s corporate headquarters, a place is provided for
new mothers returning to work where they
can go to nurse their babies. The company
also has plans in place to build a walking
trail around the corporate headquarters
so employees can take breaks from their
workday to stretch their legs.
Bally encourages and incentivizes
teamwork through a quarterly recognition
program called “Best of Bally”. Winners
are recognized throughout the company
and given gift packs for their achieve-

ments. With nearly 3,000 employees,
Bally works hard to keep everyone connected and to make a worldwide network
cohesive.

HealthCare Partners
of Nevada
HealthCare Partners of Nevada was
founded in 1996 and provides primary,
specialty and urgent care services to Nevada residents. The company’s network
includes over 200 primary care physicians
and 1,300 specialists and is headed by Dr.
Sherif Abdou.
The organization is focused on good
patient care and recognizes that employees working together are an essential part
of achieving that. Employees are rewarded as a team for meeting company goals
and recognition programs encourage peer
to peer recognition. HealthCare Partners
also conducts “town hall” type meetings

twice a year to share the company vision
and objectives with employees, allowing
them to be a part of the organization’s direction for the future.
In addition to recognizing employees
for working together, the company offers
a full health benefits package, a tuition
reimbursement program and encourages
continuing education for employees at every level. The company is in the process
of developing career paths so promoting
from within is both more streamlined and
employees clearly understand the opportunities available to them. When an engagement survey revealed that employees didn’t
always feel heard, the company’s CEO took
it upon himself to visit each clinic and ask
employees directly for their feedback. He
then agreed to follow-up on that feedback
so each employee knew their opinions and
ideas were valued.
Continues on page 38
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Mining

Left To Right

Fred Reeder, Reno-Tahoe Construction • Ben Veach, JBR Environmental
Jeff Thompson, University of Nevada, Reno – College of Science • Jim Faulds, Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology
Corrado De Gasperis, Comstock Mining • Tim Crowley, Nevada Mining Association • Tom Clark, Holland & Hart
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Industry Focus | Mining

M

ining in Nevada is one
industry that has been
thriving in recent economically
tumultuous
times. Even so, the industry is facing a myriad of issues
from taxation to regulatory delays and
public perception. Recently, executives representing various companies
in the mining industry met at the Reno
law offices of Holland & Hart to discuss these issues and what the future
of mining looks like.
Connie Brennan, publisher of Nevada
Business Magazine, served as moderator for the event. These monthly meetings are designed to bring leaders together to discuss issues relevant to their
industries. Following is a condensed
version of the roundtable discussion.

What challenges
are facing the
mining industry?
Jim Faulds: The biggest challenge is,
thanks to the state’s budget crunch, we
just took about a 50 percent budget cut.
We’re trying to figure out how we can
rebuild and essentially fulfill all the
aspects of our complex mission with
18
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reduced state funding. We have a lot of
grants and soft money coming in, but a
lot of those require a match. With reduced state funding, it’s a little harder
to keep that grant machine going, because we have less to match.
Ben Veach: Our biggest challenge for
our company right now is acquiring
the right personnel. We struggle every
week to keep the right people in front
of the clientele that we have.
Corrado De Gasperis: We are about
to go into production with our first
project and we have at least three that
are conceptually laid out. Most of the
mines are trying very aggressively to
develop more of their projects. The
infrastructure in Nevada is fantastic.
But, the complexity that comes from
laying county regulation with state
regulation, federal regulation, historical regulation and environmental regulation makes it very difficult to accelerate the pipeline. The longest lead
time items are regulatory and we don’t
subordinate as an industry to regulation. It’s so complex that you need a
caliber of expertise that goes beyond
the network of consultants. You need
internal project expertise. I think that
it is retarding, dramatically, the pipeline; meaning, good projects are go-

ing slower and decent projects are not
even coming on the radar screen. It’s
overwhelming. It’s not only so complex, there’s not one authority that can
drive you through it. The State of Nevada, which would be the third, fourth
or fifth largest producer of precious
metal if it were a country, could be
twice or three times as robust if there
was some way to accelerate what I’m
talking about. I think the governor believes in that.
Tim Crowley: The State of Nevada’s system is known for being very thorough,
very thoughtful. They do move with
alacrity. It tends to be that the pieces
that hold you up are the federal pieces.
There are steps along the federal path
that add no value. Nobody argues that
you don’t have to take the right steps to
ensure that environment is taken care
of, that your workers are taken care of.
No one wants to shortcut any of that,
but you can move with more alacrity
and get through that process quicker.
In isolation, there isn’t an issue necessarily with the state, but when you
couple that with the many other complex processes, then it all becomes very
overwhelming. I think there’s appreciation for moving quicker. You feel it
from all regulators. Okay, great, we’ve
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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got the appreciation, now what do we
do? How do you actually make changes that streamline the system? You’re
asking investors, the people building
and backing that mine, to put tens of
millions of dollars, in some cases, billions of dollars, into a project and then
not know when the return is going to
be. The farther you push that back, the
more that becomes speculative. The
risk just goes through the roof.
De Gasperis: I wouldn’t want to be
anywhere else than Nevada. In terms
of comparing to other states, it’s one of
the best states, if not the best state to
be in. My comments were drawn towards how much tremendous potential
there is in all this complexity. When
I say retards it, I mean it sometimes
slows it, sometimes halts it. Nevada
has professional regulators, expert engineers and environmentalists. I agree
concurrently they want you to go into
production, they are there to help you
go into production. But, there needs
to be a higher leadership that somehow
accelerates these projects. If you were
to lay out [the needs of the industry]
and put the regulation that would be required to ensure those needs were met,
it would be 8 percent of what we deal
with. Instead we have 92 percent more
regulation, a lot of it is redundant. I
don’t have a solution, but it’s daunting.
Crowley: There’s growth out there.
There are people who are going to take
the risk. If you canvas the State of Nevada, there’s some really positive projects coming and they’re enduring the
delays. The beauty of this industry is
it’s across the board, problem solvers.
Everywhere you look, problem solvers.
We’re solving problems and growing
the economy. We’re investing billions
of dollars, cumulatively, through projects. The benefit to other companies
through the supply chain is profound.
You find that there’s benefits in Reno
and Las Vegas that people would never
assume. You are going to see mining’s
presence more and more in your face
as the industry grows.

How does UNR play
a role in the mining
industry?
Jeff Thompson: We fit in a lot of different ways, everything from producing
mining engineers, the basis for being
able to move the material, metallurgical engineers who extract the materials, geological engineers to design the
slopes, exploragion geologists, economic
geologists, chemical engineers, civil engineers, all the way across the industry.
A lot of our graduates work in the mining industry, whether on the finance side
or digging the holes. We have a great
relationship with the companies. One
of the problems is, we can’t produce
enough people. We work very hard to
recruit students, to get them through the
pipeline and get them out as fast as we
can, to make sure they’re qualified to go
to work. Anyone who is interested in
the mining industry and graduates from
UNR, goes to work the next day. We have
a tremendous number of scholarships in
the Mackay School for Mining and Engineering. We give about $400,000 a year
away in scholarships to undergraduate
and graduate students. We have faculty
members who are supported in mining,
metallurgical engineering, economic geSeptember 2012
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ology, by the industry to do their work
and also research projects. We partner
with a number of different companies for
specific research projects. Whether it’s
an issue they see might be coming or, if
they’re looking for more expertise they
may not have at the moment. Our faculty or students supply that expertise at
times. They’re hiring like crazy. Every
student usually has multiple offers from
multiple companies.
Crowley: The industry has a role to play
in defining these jobs. There aren’t a lot
of kids who are growing up saying, “I
want to be a miner.” But, they want to be
an engineer, they want to build things.
We do a poor job of saying, “You’re going to do some of the finest engineering, innovative work you can imagine in
the mining industry.” There’s a branding problem. Intuitively, you’re going
to say, “I don’t want to be a miner, it’s
dirty.” No, it’s innovative, it’s satisfying
and it pays extremely well.

Do you think
people in Nevada
still think that
mining is done with
a pick and shovel?

Crowley: Absolutely.
Thompson: Absolutely. It is very complex and highly technical and there are
many different facets from design, construction, to systems engineering, all
the environmental work and reclamation. If you could go into some of these
control rooms, it looks like they’re going to launch a satellite. It’s incredible
what goes on.
Veach: [Additionally], you may graduate 10 or 12 mining engineers a year,
but it takes dozens of other graduates
to support that. I imagine almost every degree has some element to play
in the mining industry, whether it’s in
the approvals or in the closures or if it’s

in the actual mining itself. It’s just so
ingrained into what the university provides mining, that I think a lot of people
overlook that.
Thompson: We are supplying as much
as we can and we’re trying to do more.
The industry has been very good at
working with us, telling us what their
needs are and what areas we can have
additional training in.
De Gasperis: There is a paradigm of
the mine being an old dirty hole in the
ground. Even though that is not true and
is being revolutionized by technology, it’s
also part of a broader economic network.
We as an industry don’t do a good job of
showing people the entire value chain.
I think young people don’t mind where
they work initially, as long as they’re getting great experience. We have to present that experience as something that is
bigger. We do it to ourselves. We have
to make it more exciting and it is more
exciting when we define it more broadly.

ROUND MOUNTAIN GOLD CORPORATION

Our mission is to lead the world in generating value through responsible mining.
To learn more about us, go to: http://www.kinross.com/operations/operation-round-mountain
Find out where you fit in at: http://www.kinross.com/careers, or
Call us at (775) 377-2366
Jointly owned by Kinross and Barrick
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You may not see us, but your mining industry is
with you. Every day. Using environment-conscious
methods we:
• Create more than 60,000 high-paying jobs

• Pay $300 million in state and local taxes
• Supply the minerals that help create the
products you depend upon

And most importantly, we’re proud to be a major
source of financial support for Nevada’s children,
families and education.

Learn more at NevadaMining.org
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Does the public
understand
the reclamation
requirements
for the mining
industry?
Crowley: I don’t think we do a good

enough job telling the public what is
historical and what is current, and we’re
working at that. It takes a lot of effort
and its effort well spent. It’s important
to know that the costs of closing a mine
and reclaiming a mine are paid on the
front end of a project. You can’t start a
project until you’ve committed the resources to close it. That’s to protect taxpayers from any incidentals that might
happen, like a bankruptcy. You can’t
leave taxpayers on the hook for fixing
the impacts that happen with mining.

If you want the resources, you are going to have to impact the environment.
You have to. But, it’s our obligation to
reclaim it to the best of our ability and
put that land back. If it is public land,
to put it back into the economy to be
used for recreation or other economic
opportunities down the road. Then innovations and reclamation have been
profound over the years. It’s a difficult
story to tell Nevadans. One way we try
to tell it is by showing people what we
do. There’s no better way than to come
to a mine and take a look.
Tom Clark: On the reclamation side, a
lot of the mining folks are looking at,
not just making it a green pasture or
that kind of thing, but actually looking
at how they can affect the environment
on a positive level. I think that’s a good
thing.
Veach: In an effort to be better stewards of public land, when mining com-

Safety | Environment | Community
www.barrick.com

Facebook: facebook.com/barrick.gold.corporation | Twitter:@BarrickGold
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panies are making reclamation plans,
they’ll reach out beyond the boundaries
of their own mines and catch areas that
were historically mined and perhaps
not treated as well. We see a lot of that
in reclamation plans for active mines.
We’re even seeing it extend into some of
the exploration projects. There are a lot
of improvements; the damage that was
done historically is being borne now by
current mining practices. It’s on almost
every project we work on.
De Gasperis: There’s an exciting shift
happening right now. There’s a shift
from being an old-time miner, obsessed
with being profitable, doing the minimum compliance and frankly, being
reactionary. Now we have the wherewithal, an inflow of even more intelligent people. Innovation is the key.
You have people who care about the
territory, who have a different covenant
with the territory. They’re focused on
it as a priority in advance and thinking
about restoration instead of reclamation. You realize with some innovation
it’s not expensive. When you factor in
the sustainability of where it allows you
to keep going and it’s even more profitable. There’s no conflict between sustainability and profitability, they complement each other.
Veach: This is the stewardship that
we run into on mine sites. These are
people that really care. I don’t know if
it’s that they’re just that brilliant that
they can see that far into the future and
figure these things out, or somewhere
along the line they figured it’s better to
do it right the first time, or if, perhaps,
they can save a year in the permitting
process to get something done and be
good stewards, it’s a good sustainable
project.
De Gasperis: It’s a win/win and it takes
innovation. And we haven’t conveyed
well enough exactly what we intend
to do and how we intend to do it. We
say our actions speak louder than our
words, so, just follow our actions.
www.NevadaBusiness.com

Large equipment is an essential part of mining. • Photo provided by Barrick

What kind of
economic impact
does mining have on
the state?

Our Focus is Solid Gold.

Crowley: Taxes are at the top of the list.

We pay all of the state and local taxes
that any business would pay, the sales
taxes, payroll taxes, and property taxes.
That’s what a business in the state of
Nevada pays. In addition to that, we pay
what’s called the net proceeds of minerals tax. And what that comes to is one
of the highest per employee contributions of any business. The average business pays about $5,500 a year in state
and local taxes. We pay over $18,000
a year. Those tax contributions have
grown. Our tax contributions grew by
54 percent in one year. They went from
roughly $200 million to $300 million
from 2009 to 2010. You say, okay but
the value of gold went up by that. No, it

Royal Gold can unlock the value of your precious metal assets
through our unique business model. Our transaction experience
allows us to create solutions tailored to each project, whether a
gold stream, mine finance, a royalty acquisition, or an exploration
partnership. Make Royal Gold your partner of choice.

www.royalgold.com | RGLD
(303) 573-1660
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went up by about 27 percent. There’s
a bit of a disconnect. How could your
taxes go up by over 50 percent when the
gold went up by about 25-ish percent?
It’s because we’re purchasing a lot more
goods and services. We’re hiring more
people and we pay a very high salary.
De Gasperis: The tragedy is, when you
cut funding, one of the first things you
cut is exploration because there’s no immediate impact, you’re killing the pipeline. Those are huge dollars. That’s
why it’s so critical taxing is fair. We’re
investing a lot of money just to get to
that point. Nevada is sitting on a statewide bonanza that we’re killing right
now. We’re killing it at the front end
because we want to retard investment,
retard development, all the things that
will create an exponential explosion in
investment. I would portray us as the
eighth or ninth largest disproportionately high taxpayer and as potentially
the greatest thing that could happen in
the next 10 years.

Will mining still
have the same
issues a year from
now?
Fred Reeder: Without a doubt. It’s interesting to see how, on Corrado [De
Gasperis’] level—he’s up here at the
regulatory level, I’m down here, but we
both have the same issues.
De Gasperis: We’re the most regulated
industry. Luckily, there’s entrepreneurs
in our industry that fight to survive because they have to and it’s not right. I
really would not want to be anywhere
else but in Nevada because the infrastructure is also a rule of law and the
environment is protected, we have sustainability. But, it can’t be this many
layers, this complex. There has to be
something better than that. There’s just
so much to tackle.
24
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How did you first get into your profession?
It started in 1994 as a hobby, making solar
screens in my backyard for my home and
friends. From there, through word of mouth,
it progressed into a business. Once the word
had spread, I decided to change careers and
chase my dreams.
What would you want your legacy to future
generations to be?
Through hard work and dedication, you can
achieve the American dream. Never forget
how you got where you are or those who
helped you along the way. My competitors
laughed at me and bet against me when I
started this company; they didn’t realize my
passion and determination would lead to
such success.
What is the biggest challenge your industry
is facing?
Many commercial and residential buildings
are outsourcing to other countries with
inexpensive labor and materials. What they
don’t realize is the quality of product isn’t
there, and that there are businesses like
mine that offer competitive pricing because
we manufacture all of our products in house
from the ground up.
What do you wish you would have learned
at the beginning of your career?
I wish I would have known everything I know
now, so I wouldn’t have made so many costly
mistakes. You live and you learn, and those
lessons have shaped me into the business
owner I am today.

Steve Mevius
President
Polar Shades, Inc.
Las Vegas

Number of Employees: 38
Years in Nevada: 42
Years with Company: 18

If you were President, what problem or
concern would address first?
I would address issues with taxes and small
business problems.
What is the worst criticism you have
overcome?
That I have been too passionate about
and invested in my business. However, my
devotion to this company has helped it grow
into the successful business it is today.
What was the toughest lesson you’ve
learned in your career?
I have learned not to be too trusting. It is
good to have faith in others, however, too
much trust in others can lead to business
downfalls.
September 2012
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Continued from page 11
with loans and financing, but the 8(a)
program for small disadvantaged businesses offers more structured help.
The 8(a) program is an actual certified business development program for
small disadvantaged businesses. There
are other programs in place for veteranowned and woman-owned businesses
that are more informal, providing training opportunities and one-on-one business counseling. The 8(a) program actively works with small disadvantaged
business owners to target and acquire
federal contracts, whereas the more
informal programs simply provide the
opportunities.
“It is a program that Congress enacted to try to develop companies that
are owned or individuals who own companies who historically have been discriminated against either economically
or socially, to try and give them the op-

Bob Daniels
PrideStaff Las Vegas

portunity to compete fairly with other
larger companies or other small businesses,” said Everhart. But in day-today business, how is a minority owned
business any different than any other
business?
It’s not. The businesses perform the
same functions at the same level of expertise and all things on the business
side are basically equal. “The only difference is they may be owned or are
owned by socially or economically
disadvantaged person or persons,” said
Everhart. “These programs just give
them an opportunity to compete fairly

and try to do away with any perceived
or actual discrimination.”
On the surface, a minority-owned
business starts out like any other,
states Daniels. “But what happens with
many minority-owned businesses is
some don’t have a total understanding
of what it really takes to be successful
in business in terms of decisions that
have to be made. For example, during a
lean time, make the decision to operate
as lean as possible in order to survive
this downturn. But that’s no different
than what a majority-owned business
should do.”
Rhodes-Ford hasn’t availed herself
of any of the small disadvantaged or
minority-owned business opportunities,
but some entities she’s worked with requested she attain certification as a minority-owned business because it aided
the entity to show they were working
with a minority-owned business. The
entities she worked with realized she
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across Nevada
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was a member of a minority group, but
she didn’t get the business because of
that status.
The Small Business Development
Center (SBDC) operates through University of Nevada campuses, providing
business counseling for people looking
to start, grow or manage a business. Part
of the assistance, especially to members
of minority groups who are new to the
country, is to explain the process and
procedures of starting a new business
so that the owners can get set up and
running without running afoul of city,
state and federal requirements.
For example, one client opened a
tire shop on Wells Avenue in Reno.
He’d already signed the lease and invested $90,000 in the business before
he learned the City had never approved
the tire repair shop. He didn’t know
to check the City requirements, said
Sandra Rentas, Hispanic management
consultant SBDC, or that the City may
choose not to approve a business because there are too many similar businesses in the same area.
SBDC also works with small and
minority-owned businesses to help
them figure out financing, understand
corporate formalities and insurance
needs for their businesses. Rentas
works with Hispanic immigrants who
may not understand the realities of
business in the U.S.
“Sometimes when they’re in the U.S.
they need to do more market research
and find out is there a need for the product or service they want to provide,”
said Rentas. “They rush into things
instead of really looking for customers and asking questions. It’s important
to do the market research to see if the

How Big Is Small?
Federal regulations oversee the size
and structure of businesses that fall
into the 8(a) designation or into the
small business category, where owners are able to ask for federal assistance through various programs. North
American industry codes define every
industry in the nation and recently fed-

©2012 hutchison & steffen

Sandra Rentas
Hispanic Management
Consultant SBDC

business is viable or not because once
you open and spend all that money, it’s
too late.”
Rentas teaches a 15-week entrepreneurship class in Spanish, teaching the
realities of being a small business owner. “It’s a great class. We have people in
business 10 or 15 years who have told
me ‘I wish I’d taken this before I made
so many mistakes in the process.’”

READY, SET, WIN.

las vegas
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salt lake city

phoenix

PECCOLE PROFESSIONAL PARK
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eral regulations changed the size standards by industry code to determine
whether a company can be designated
small.
“Those size standards increased
with the latest change to the standards,
so a lot more companies are categorized
now as small than were prior to these
changes,” said Everhart.
Previously a company with a net
worth of more than $7.5 million and
company profits for the last two years
more than $2.5 million weren’t eligible
to work with SBA. The change in regulations means that now a company has
to have a net worth of more than $15
million and profits of more than $5 million over the past two years.
And is that an advantage? Not necessarily for small and minority-owned
businesses, Fountain said, though it allows the SBA to make loans to a much
larger sector.

It depends on who you are, Everhart
said. A $10 million company that previously couldn’t compete for small business contracts now can, but a $6 million company is now competing against
the size and resources of a $14 million
company. “Some love it and some hate
it, obviously depending on where they
were when the size standard changed,”
said Everhart.
Federal regulations that redefine size
benefit taxpayers – the more companies
that can compete for small federal contract set asides, the more competition
drives a lower price.
Not all small and minority-owned
businesses are operating all alone.
Teaming and partnering is part of the
federal contracting process. Smaller
companies, no matter what category
they fall into, teaming up with larger
companies to compete for federal contracts, since the larger company is re-

NEVADA’S PREMIER PRINTING, MAILING, DATA, & SIGNAGE COMPANY
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quired to have anywhere from 15 to 30
percent of that contract set aside and
subcontracted to a smaller company.
Businesses that fall into the 8(a) program can form joint ventures, where
two small 8(a) companies come together
and bid for work, each using their own
expertise to complete the project, such
as an electrical engineering firm and a
plumbing company working together to
complete a building. Mentor/protegee
programs assign mentor companies to
help either attain contracts or train small
businesses to help them move forward.

Minority Business
Majority Benefit
It’s not just minority-owned businesses that benefit from federal regulations, nonprofit programs and federal
contract set asides. Every community
and economic sector benefits.
“If you help a business be more successful, you create more employment,”
said Rentas. “With the Hispanic people
right now there’s a purchasing power
of $1.2 trillion and many businesses
are looking to target the Hispanic market. In Nevada we are 26 percent of the
population, so if we help them be successful it creates employment. If they’re
successful and help create employment
that helps the economy.”
“Anytime that any distinct group
of citizens, minorities of any major
group, if their lot in life improves then
the community improves, obviously,
the city improves, the county improves
and the state improves. It’s a matter of
bringing all the facets of our society
and allowing them to have opportunities to grow and improve their areas in
their communities,” said Everhart.
“I try to work with other minorityowned businesses, not because they’re
minority owned, but because maybe have
a service or product that I need,” said
Daniels. “While I try to reach out to other
minority-owned businesses and try to
help them, I don’t steer business their way
because they are minority-owned.”
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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KRNV News 4
KRNV News 4, the NBC affiliate in
Reno, is a part of Intermountain West Communications, formerly known as Sunbelt
Communications. News 4 is headed by
Ralph Toddre at Intermountain West and
Mary Beth Sewald, the station’s general
manager. The station participates in community events and encourages employees to get
heavily involved as well. On-air talent frequently serve as emcees for fundraising dinners and employees at every level have participated in walks for the Susan G. Komen
Foundation, Alzheimers and the American
Heart Association.
In addition to their benefits package,
News 4 employees have access to gym discounts, smoking cessation programs, legal
advice and psychological help lines. Due
to the sometimes stressful nature of news
reporting, the organization’s management
recognize the importance of maintaining

emotional wellness as well as physical wellness and have programs in place to address
both. the Management team makes an effort to reach out to employees that might be
struggling after momentous events and offer
assistance to them.
“Every employee at News 4 is an advocate
for the company and for the news product we
provide,” said Patty Olmstead, marketing
and promotions supervisor for the station.
“Employees are exposed to news stories at
all hours and management takes the time to
encourage and thank employees for the small
details and the great work,” she added.

Las Vegas 51s Baseball Team
With less than 20 employees handling
over 300,000 people throughout the summer
months, the Las Vegas 51s has to run like
a well-oiled machine. The team’s current
general manager is Chuck Johnson who also
serves as the vice president of marketing for
the 29-year franchise. Due to the nature of
the business, being a part of a sports team or-

ganization can be hard on employees. They
are sometimes required to work long hours
for long stretches. Even so, the franchise
works to alleviate stress for its employees
and to make baseball season fun for the fans
(both those that work for the team and those
that go to watch the games). To that end, the
51s offers employees flexible work hours,
gym memberships, free baseball games and
goal-orientated bonuses.
Additionally, the 51s is focused on employee-driven feedback. Employees are encouraged to give honest assessments of the
organization and an annual review is done
with all full-time employees to discuss everything from what went well to what could
have been improved.
“Every season we produce 74 live events
with a lot of coordination involved from every aspect of the franchise,” said Johnson.
“Many of the current staff has been with
the organization for eight-plus years. The
lack of attrition, I feel, speaks volumes about
how good this organization is to work for,”
he added. Johnson himself started with the
organization as an account executive in 1995.

R & R Partners
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A staple in Nevada’s marketing community, R & R Partners is well-known for the
work they’ve done with the Las Vegas Convention and Visitor’s Authority. What may
not be as well know is the fact that just internships at the organization are hard-fought, to
say nothing of actual positions. One of the
reasons for this is that the firm’s creativity
is used to increase employee satisfaction as
well. The marketing firm is run by Billy Vassiliadis and he, along with the organization’s
other principals, value employee morality.
There are 280 people working for R & R
and each of them are given “Group Therapy”
each month. That’s the name the firm has
given the meetings that allow employees
to speak directly to management and voice
their ideas on everything from the firm itself
to creative collaborations for their clients.
Employees from every department are
encouraged to voice ideas and brainstorm.
R & R works hard to not box employees into
their specific roles but allow them to branch
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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into other areas of the organization. Health
benefits are covered for both employees and
their families. Additionally, employees that
are excelling are given rewards throughout
the year and at the annual meetings.
“R & R is unique in our partners’ constant reassessment of and vigilance around
how the company gives back to its employees and communities in which we do business,” said Betsy Ward, director of corporate communications.

company, like many others in commercial
real estate, was hard hit by the recent downturn but they worked hard to continue to
take care of their employees and keep pay
competitive.
The general contractor offers employees a health, vision and dental plan as
well as a health spending account. An
employee benefit that isn’t as commonly
thought of, United Construction worked
to get their building LEED-Gold certified

so employees have a healthy environment
in which to work. Additionally, executives
seek input and feedback from employees
and implement those suggestions whenever possible.
“They are a stand-up company, run by
stand-up guys. If you want to work with
great people on a great project, this is the
team,” said Michelle Czarka, marketing coordinator. “Oh, and there’s free chocolate,”
she added.

Southern Nevada
Water Authority
Formed in 1991 from seven local water
agencies, the Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) was designed to address the myriad of water issues that stem from being located in a desert. The organization is headed by
General Manager Pat Mulroy, a familiar face
for many Southern Nevadans. Government
organizations are not typically thought of as
great places to work, but the Southern Nevada
Water Authority is unique in that aspect.
A division of the Las Vegas Valley Water
District, SNWA offers a full-range of benefits, but the real draw for many employees
is the diversification of the jobs available.
With employees specializing in everything
from scuba diving to engineering, SNWA
is one of the most career diverse organizations in the state. In fact, diversity is a byword at the organization and the company’s
Diversity Council was created to recognize
both the similarities and differences among
employees and management. The council
represents several viewpoints, positions and
departments throughout the district.
In addition to the more standard benefits
the company offers, SNWA gives corporate
discounts for theme parks, tuition assistance,
on-site child care and confidential counseling for employees and their families.

United Construction
Company

CloCkwise from top lef t: biLL zychLewicz, tRacy difiLLippo,
keVin stoLwoRthy, jaRed cLaRk, conoR fLynn

Armstrong Teasdale
Continues Nevada Expansion
We are pleased to announce the relocation of Bill Zychlewicz and
the addition of Tracy DiFillippo, Kevin Stolworthy, Jared Clark and
Conor Flynn to our growing Las Vegas office. Their expertise adds
further depth to our sophisticated financial, intellectual property
and litigation services in Nevada and throughout the country.

Las Vegas 702.678.5070
Reno 775.322.7400
armstrongteasdale.com

Led by CEO Craig Willcut and founded
in 1978, United Construction is a statewide,
full-service general construction firm. The
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GAMING
By Doresa Banning

Betting on
a Comeback

N

evada’s gaming industry today continues to recover, with
some regions faring better
than others.
“Both Southern and Northern Nevada markets are struggling right
now,” said John Farahi, CEO of Monarch
Casino & Resort Inc., which owns Atlantis
Casino Resort Spa, in Reno.
State gaming revenue has been picking
up slowly since it took about a $2.4 billion hit when the national economy headed south, data from the Nevada Gaming
Commission show. Yet, it still has a way to
go to reach its decade high.
At its most recent peak, in fiscal year
2006-2007, the Silver State’s casinos took
in about $12.7 billion. The statewide gaming win dropped 19 percent the next few

years to roughly $10.3 billion. Subsequently, it turned around and has risen since. At
the end of fiscal year 2011-2012, on June
30, 2012, it stood at $10.7 billion.
The story of Southern Nevada’s gaming is similar—one of a big drop between
2007 and 2010, then a slow climb—but
that of Northern Nevada’s isn’t. Washoe
County’s gaming revenue has decreased
annually since its past 10-year high in fiscal year 2005-2006.

Stable In The South
Gaming in Southern Nevada is stable
but not thriving. Its revenue in Clark County has increased year over year since the
start of fiscal year (July) 2010. For the fiscal year 2011-2012, it was $9.2 billion.

“The industry is improved over last
year, and we are confident we will continue to see improvement,” said Rossi
Ralenkotter, president and CEO of the Las
Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority
(LVCVA), the destination marketing organization of Las Vegas.
More people are visiting Southern Nevada and about 70 percent gamble, but
they’re spending less on the activity than
previously. The average gaming budget of
those who played in Las Vegas in 2011 was
$447.63, down from $555.64 in 2007, according to the LVCVA 2011 Visitor Profile.
“It’s really nothing more than a reflection of the broader instability in the
economy,” says Jan Jones, executive vice
president, communications and government relations, Caesars Entertainment
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Corp. “People aren’t sure what’s going to
happen. Their gambling budgets are more
conservative.”
Caesars Entertainment Corp. (formerly
Harrah’s Entertainment Inc.) has fared well
since 2007, purchasing Planet Hollywood
Las Vegas in 2010, but its margins have declined about 10 percent since 2007, Jones
said. The corporation owns or operates 12
Nevada casinos, nine in Las Vegas, one in
Reno and two in Stateline.
“We’ve not only positioned ourselves
where we can operate in an uncertain economy going forward to the far future, but we’re
also developing an expansion pipeline,”
Jones said.
South Point Hotel Casino & Spa, a singleowner (Michael Gaughan) property located
off the Strip, also has done well since the
recession, expanding every year since opening in 2005, but has been affected, says Tom
Mikovits, director of marketing at South
Point Hotel Casino & Spa, in Las Vegas. Its
core business is locals who aren’t spending
as much as they used to. The visitors it caters
to tend to drive in from Southern California,

John Farahi
Monarch Casino
& Resort Inc.

but Native American gaming in that region
has decreased that crowd.
“Michael has always believed that when
times are tough, you loosen the purse strings,
not tighten them,” Mikovits said. “He’s looking at the customer and what they want.”

Trouble Up North
The gaming industry is Northern Nevada is bleaker, with revenues on the decline
since 2005-2006. The Washoe County gaming win for fiscal year 2011-2012 was about
$739,000. Visitor counts were up in 2010
but fell in 2011, and totals for the first half
of 2012 aren’t as high as they were for the
comparable period last year.

The region faces a huge challenge in trying to turn the industry around in this depressed market, Jones said.
“How are you going to invest in infrastructure or even new entertainment amenities,” she asked. “It’s too difficult to get a
return on those investments.”
About 60 percent of the lost gaming revenue is due to a combination of the weakened
local, regional and national economies, Farahi
said.
The other 40 percent can be attributed
to the spread of Native American gaming
in the area’s major feeder markets, including
Northern California, Oregon and Washington, which accounts for about three-quarters
of Northern Nevada’s gaming business.
“When like products became available, it
was just more difficult to compete because
it never had really evolved as a destination,”
said Jones.
Unlike Las Vegas, which is an international destination, Washoe County is a regional one and hasn’t devised and worked
a plan for growing different segments of the
tourism market, Farahi said. Many believe

YOU ARE A
BAD PARENT.
HURTS, DOESN’T IT? Words can be powerful and painful. Ask
a kid who’s being bullied. Or better yet, make a difference for
a kid. Find resources and take the pledge to help end bullying
in Nevada at flipthescriptnow.org.
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this is, in part, due to past poor and revolving
management at the Reno-Sparks Convention
and Visitors Authority, the marketing organization promoting convention and tourism
business in Washoe County.
In Northern Nevada, unfortunately, there
has always been talk of what we need to
do, but action has been lacking,” he added.
“We’re hoping that the new [RSCVA] CEO
Chris Baum and his team will be able to turn
the corner and have a mid and long-term plan
that they implement.”
Since the recession, there has been excess
capacity in the number of rooms and gaming space, Farahi said. This has caused fierce
competition among casino properties and,
therefore, lowering of rates and even giving
away rooms for free. Properties that were
marginal at the outset have lost money. Two
distinct classes of properties have emerged—
those that have reinvested and improved and
are capturing increasing market share and
those that have and are not.
The parent company of the Atlantis Hotel
Spa Casino has continued to reinvest in the
resort since 2007, even completing a major
expansion. Last month, the Atlantis received
the Four Diamond award from the American
Automobile Association, making it the third
property in Northern Nevada with the honor.
Having Four Diamond-rated properties in
the region indicates to the traveling public
they have the option of a fine resort to stay in
should they visit.
“We feel that being the only Four Diamond property connected to the convention
center is going to help the RSCVA attract
more conventions to our destination and help
us book meetings for the more discriminating or demanding traveler,” Farahi said.

Tom Mikovits
South Point
Hotel Casino & Spa

Wire Act, now saying it only applies to sports
betting, not all online gaming. On the heels
of that opinion, Gov. Brian Sandoval signed
into law Assembly Bill 258, which mandated
the Nevada Gaming Commission adopt by
Jan. 1, 2012 regulations for Internet poker
and its derivatives.
Per those initial rules, manufacturers
and operators of interactive gaming systems
must be licensed, along with service providers, who act on behalf of operators (i.e., software providers, gaming system developers
and marketing firms).
Finally, certain interactive gaming systems and their components must be approved
by the Nevada Gaming Commission.

Only Nevada residents and visitors while
in the state can participate in Nevada’s online gaming offerings.
Last month, the Nevada Gaming Control
Board recommended approval of the first
two interactive gaming operators licenses,
one for South Point Poker (affiliated with
South Point Hotel Casino & Spa) and one
for Monarch Interactive Inc. (affiliated with
the Atlantis Hotel Casino Spa).
South Point, which also received approval for a manufacturing interactive gaming
license, has developed, with a local entrepreneur, an online poker gaming system, which
currently is undergoing mandatory testing.
Monarch plans to investigate all possible
Internet gaming opportunities, Farahi said.
A second, large Reno hotel casino, in a
joint venture with 3G Studios Inc., also plans
to launch an online poker site, said James Kosta, CEO of 3G Studios. 3G Studios is a Renobased developer of gambling games, casual
social/mobile games and console-based video
games. Those companies are pursuing interactive gaming licenses currently.

Virtual Gaming Emerges
Online gaming, in which money is transacted, is entering Nevada’s economic picture,
with the first such offering slated to go live
by year’s end.
“It’s here now, and it’s the future of gaming,” Mikovits said. “Nevada will hopefully
set the blueprint for the rest of the country.”
Last year, the U.S. Department of Justice
reversed its interpretation of the 1961 federal
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A handful of game makers, including Bally Technologies Inc., International
Game Technology and Shuffle Master
Inc., also have applied for interactive
gaming licenses.
“We think the next thing to get legalized
is statewide sports betting.” Kosta said.
“Bingo will be right up there. Then you’ll
start to see the chance-based games.”
Experts disagree on whether the future of online gaming threatens the brickand-mortar kind. Some consider it different and, therefore, complementary to
what already exists.
“I do not see that you can get the same
kind of entertainment value, excitement
and amenities that you will find in a resort
with what you can achieve on the Internet,” Farahi said.
Others believe it could have a negative
impact.
“I’m somewhat concerned about Internet gaming,” said Caesars’ Jones. “If
people have an option to gamble online,

Jan Jones
Caesars Entertainment

it could change the number of visits they
make. I think that poses a real threat to
our entire economic base, our job base.”

Future of Nevada Gaming
Clark County gaming revenue is on
the rise. Will it continue?
It will, Jones said, once people feel
more comfortable spending their discretionary cash.
“I think you’ll see Las Vegas and other
family markets come right back,” she added. “People like to gamble as entertainment. I just don’t expect it in 2013 or 2014.”

The industry in Clark County could
get back to its $10.7 billion high in 20062007, but right now, it will settle for
consecutive-quarter growth in gaming
revenue.
“That’s what we’re all looking for,”
she added. “I think that we are very well
positioned for the future.”
Northern Nevada, on the other hand,
most likely already has seen the highest
gaming revenue ($1 million) it will, said
Chris Baum, president and CEO of the
RSCVA.
“With gaming available in 48 states,
we’ll never have an industry like we did
in years past,” he added.
Farahi agreed, “the more realistic scenario is going to be that we have excess
capacity, and frankly, some of the struggling marginal properties are going to go
by the wayside. The stronger ones are going to do that much better.”
Since Baum joined the RSCVA earlier this year, the organization has been
promoting Reno-Tahoe as a four-season
destination resort that features gaming as
opposed to a gaming destination.”
“That’s a rather large mental shift for
people to make here because gaming has
been so dominant for so many decades,”
Baum said.
As for the online component, Mikovits
said he thinks short- and long-term revenue are both in Internet gaming.
“We have to be forward thinking,”
he said. “Nevada has to lead the national
charge in online gaming.”

According to data released in a recent
Gallup survey, Nevada’s food hardship
rate was 21.5 percent for the first sixmonths of 2012. This ranks the state
as the fifth highest food hardship rate in
the country.
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Power of Attorney | Patrick Leverty, Esq. and Jess Rinehart, Esq.

Nevada Business’
Duty to Cooperate
in a First Party
Insurance Claim

O

ne of the favorite tools insurance companies use to
deny a claim is to assert the insured failed to cooperate or somehow impeded the insurance company’s
investigation. In order to avoid this potential pitfall,
Nevada businesses must be aware of their contractual
duties to cooperate. First-party insurance policies, that insure the
policyholder’s own property as opposed to liability to third parties, typically include a provision in the conditions section of the
insurance policy entitled “Duties After Loss,” “An Insured’s Duties
After Loss,” or “Cooperation.” Such provisions usually require the
insured to do a number of things, including:

(1) cooperate with the insurance company in the investigation
		 of the claim
(2) give notice of the claim
(3) notify the police in case of a loss by theft
(4) protect the property from further damage
(5) prepare an inventory of the loss
(6) show the damaged property
(7) provide the insurance company with records and documents
(8) submit to examinations under oath
(9) submit a sworn proof of loss within a specified period of time
Some of these requirements are self-explanatory, such as notifying the police after a theft and protecting the property from further
damage. However, other requirements are more amorphous, lending themselves to judicial review. The Nevada Supreme Court has
addressed an insured’s cooperation duties in two distinct contexts:
(1) notice of the claim and (2) sworn proof of loss condition.
With regard to the first context, insurance policies typically include notice provisions requiring the insured business to report any
claims to the insurer within a specified period of time. While the
exact reporting requirements will depend on the policy’s language,
most polices will include provisions relieving the insurer of its obligations if the insured fails to comply. Although a business’ failure
to comply with such requirements may lead to the insurer’s denial
of coverage, it is important for Nevada businesses to know there
still remains hope where such failure does not prejudice the insurer.
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Last year the Nevada Supreme Court addressed insurance
policies’ notice requirements and the insurer’s ability to relieve
itself of its obligations. In doing so, the Nevada Supreme Court
adopted the so called “notice/prejudice” rule followed by a majority of the states. The “notice/prejudice” rule is in accordance
with Nevada Administrative Code 686A.660(4), and does not
allow an insurer to be relieved of its obligations unless failure
to comply with the notice requirements prejudices the insurer.
It is the insurer’s burden to prove that such prejudice materially
impaired its ability to contest its liability to the insured. Absent
such a showing by the insured, Nevada businesses may retain
their coverage despite their failure to comply with the policy’s
notice requirements.
The context where the Nevada Supreme Court has addressed
an insured’s duty to cooperate is with regard to the insured’s
sworn proof of loss. A typical proof of loss provision requires
the insured submit a completed, signed, and sworn proof of loss
to the insurer within a specified period of time, usually 60 days.
A proof of loss provides the insurer with information such as
time and cause of loss, legal interest in the property, other insurance which may cover the loss, inventory of damaged property,
repair estimates, et cetera. Similar to other policy provisions,
the insurer will attempt to relieve itself of its obligations if the
insured does not comply with the provision. While a complete
failure to submit the proof of loss may bar recovery, Nevada
courts generally disfavor forfeitures. With this general proposition in mind, Nevada Courts have previously held that absent express forfeiture clauses in the policy, the insured will not forfeit
its coverage where it has “complied substantially” with the proof
of loss requirement.
In summary, although some generalities can be gleaned from
Nevada Supreme Court decisions on an insured’s duty to cooperate, it is imperative to read and have a complete understanding
of the exact language of your business’ insurance policy.

Patrick Leverty, Esq. and Jess Rinehart, Esq. are attorneys at
Leverty & Associates Law, Chtd. in Reno, Nevada.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Back to Schools
You Wouldn’t Choose
Nevada parents have been
in the school-choice movement

A

s Nevada’s children return to school
this fall, many parents will again
be frustrated, recognizing that
their children will be relegated
to sub-standard education.
Parents who can’t afford to live in the
wealthy neighborhoods that host the best
public schools, and who can’t afford privateschool tuition, will discover that the educational opportunities available to their children are generally inferior to those available
to children of more affluent families.
Consider, for example, what the Clark
County School District’s new school performance ranking system reveals. With the
exception of magnet schools — schools of
choice sponsored by the district itself —
there is a clear correlation between school
quality and the income levels of the surrounding community.
The best of the traditional public schools
are found in Summerlin and Green Valley.
The worst are clustered around North Las
Vegas and Nellis Air Force Base.
Magnet schools, along with charter
schools — privately run public schools —
do offer an alternative for the typically lowincome families who are zoned into failing
traditional schools. The demand for such
alternatives, however, is high, and space is
limited.
As recent documentaries like Waiting for
Superman illustrate, parents wishing to enroll their children in these schools are often
disappointed to discover that admission is
based entirely on results of a random lottery.
The lucky few who are accepted can escape
the failing public schools where they would
otherwise attend. But when the best opportunities for one’s children depend on chance,
chance is a cruel mistress.

left behind

The filmmakers behind Waiting for Superman suggest it’s no coincidence that the
worst public schools so often are found in
low-income neighborhoods. But poor neighborhoods don’t create bad schools, they note:
It’s bad schools that create poor neighborhoods.
Traditional public education’s failures amplify the cycle of poverty in those neighborhoods — making it critically important that
the families in these neighborhoods have educational choices, which give their children a
better opportunity to succeed in life.
That’s why the school-choice movement
sprouted up, not in wealthy, suburban areas, but in some of the nation’s most poverty-stricken urban cores. The nation’s first
voucher program was implemented in innercity Milwaukee, led by a famed civil rights
activist.
Cleveland was next, and there — as in
Milwaukee — the primary beneficiaries
were children from low-income, disproportionately minority areas. The same is true of
Washington, D.C.’s Opportunity Scholarship
Program, launched by Congress in 2004.
In 2001, when Florida created a tax credit
for businesses that donate into a scholarship
account to help finance private-school tuition, the program was specifically designed
for students from low-income families. To
qualify for one of the program’s scholarships, a student’s family income cannot exceed 185 percent of the federal poverty level.
And several other states have created similar
private-school scholarship programs with
preferences for low-income or special-needs
students.

It’s important to recognize the origins of the school-choice movement and
who its primary beneficiaries have been.
That’s because the movement’s opponents
habitually mischaracterize it, claiming
that school choice is all about allowing
wealthy families to take money out of
public schools and send their children to
elite private schools.
The record is clear: Families who live
in low-income areas and have been zoned
into failing public schools are those most
likely to benefit from greater school
choice.
It’s this recognition that recently
sparked a national wave of legislation to
ensure that no child is forced to attend a
failing school. In 2011, 13 different states
enacted or expanded school-choice programs. So far in 2012, Louisiana, New
Hampshire, Virginia and Pennsylvania
have also enacted sweeping school-choice
legislation. Sadly, Nevada remains a laggard in the school-choice revolution.
Many parents will send their children
off to school this fall, hoping their children can beat the long odds placed before
them by Nevada’s government-enforced
public-school monopolies.
For now, however, these parents must
endure the knowledge that the statistics
are against children from Nevada’s lowincome neighborhoods.
That’s a situation that can and should
change immediately, and it’s why school
choice should be at the top of the agenda
when the Nevada Legislature reconvenes
in 2013.

Geoffrey Lawrence is deputy policy director at the Nevada Policy Research Institute.
For more visit http://npri.org.
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DealTracker
PROJECTS | SALES | LEASES | LOANS

PROJECTS
Las Vegas, 89117
Retail

EHB Companies and IDB Group USA,
developers of One Queensridge Place and
Tivoli Village, have announced plans to
develop a 200,000 SF retail center. The development will be anchored by a specialty
grocer and will include apparel, accessories,
beauty and sporting stores. Ted Baker of
NewMarket Advisors will serve as the project’s leasing representative. The center will
be located at the intersection of Sahara and
Hualapai and is expected to open in 2013.

in 2014. The facility is 187,000 SF and has
been submitted for LEED Silver certification
by the U.S. Green Building Council. The
property is located at 900 Packer Way.

Henderson, 89015
Multi-Family

Burke Construction has completed construction on a 226-unit senior housing
complex. The four-story complex totals
151,952 SF with apartment units varying in
size from 501 SF to 837 SF. The project cost
$12,747,201 to complete and Assemblage
Studio served as the complex’s designer.
The project sits on over five acres and is located at 511 College Drive.

Sales

SALES

Henderson, 89052
Office

All About You Counseling purchased
6,298 SF from Nevada State Bank for
$600,000 or $95 PSF. The buyer was represented by Jarrad Katz of NAI Las Vegas.

The property is located at 2904 W. Horizon
Ridge, Suite 101.
APN # 177-25-411-000

Las Vegas, 89134
Office

Serenity Therapy, LLC purchased
11,984 SF from CML-NV AL NORTE, LLC
in the Summergate Office Buildings for
$1,200,000 or $100 PSF. The buyer was
represented by Yvette Major of ReMax
and the seller was represented by Ryan
Martin, CCIM and Patti Dillon of Colliers
International. The property is located at
9414 & 9418 W. Lake Mead Boulevard.
APN # 138-18-821-013

Las Vegas, 89148
Office

Aquatech Corporation purchased 6,804 SF
from CML-NV SR, LLC in the Park at Spanish
Ridge for $612,630 or $90 PSF. The buyer was
represented by Lisa Brady of Faris Lee Investments and the seller was represented
by Ryan Martin, CCIM and Patti Dillon of
Colliers International. The property is located at 8816 Spanish Ridge Avenue.
APN # 163-29-712-009

NOW Foods

Sparks, 89431
Industrial

United Construction has begun manufacturing improvements on the recently
completed NOW Foods’ facility. The improvements are expected to streamline
the manufacturer’s supply chain to allow
the company to serve its customer base
more efficiently. The project, which was
expedited, is expected to be completed
early in the fourth quarter of this year and
was originally planned for implementation
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Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

7638 Post Road, LLC purchased 9,300 SF
from PF 1 Buffalo, LLC in the Buffalo/215
Business Park for $526,500 or $57 PSF. The
seller was represented by Pat Marsh, SIOR
of Colliers International. The property is
located at 7638 W. Post Road.
APN # 163-34-313-004

LEASES
Las Vegas, 89108
Retail

Dollar Tree Stores, Inc leased 13,000
SF in the Rainbow Promenade Shopping Center from Kimco Realty Corp for
$565,500 on a five-year lease. The tenant was represented by Lisa Callahan
of Sage Commercial Advisors and the
landlord was represented by Scot Marker of Colliers International. The property is located at 2091 N. Rainbow Boulevard. Reported monthly rent is $0.71 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89121
Retail

Pulco Enterprises, LLC leased 12,159 SF
in the Renaissance III Center from Alisam
Ren II for $545,939 on a 64-month lease.
The tenant and the landlord were both
represented by Robin Civish of NAI Las
Vegas. The property is located at 3360 E.
Flamingo Road, Pad 5. Reported monthly
rent is $0.70 PSF.

Las Vegas. 89121
Retail

Liquidation Station leased 21,027 SF
in the Tropicana Centre from Greg Williams for $946,215 on a 10-year lease.
The tenant was represented by Brian
Sorrentino of ROI Commercial and the
landlord was represented by Joseph
Bonifatto of Colliers International. The
property is located at 3265 E. Tropicana
Ave., Suite 38. Reported monthly rent is
$0.38 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89122
Retail

Jackson Hewitt leased 10,400 SF in
Boulder Crossroads from IBC Bank for
$36,000 on a two-year lease. The landlord was represented by David Johnson
and Philip Baca of NAI Las Vegas. The
property is located at 5060 Boulder Highway, #110. Reported monthly rent is $0.14
PSF.
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North Las Vegas, 89030
Industrial

Double Barrel Environmental leased
7,500 SF in the Corinthian Industrial
Park, Building 3 from JAVSE Corinthian,
LLC for $36,000 on a one-year lease. The
landlord was represented by Dean Willmore, SIOR of Commerce Real Estate
Solutions. The property is located at
595 Corinthian Way. Reported monthly
rent is $0.40 PSF.

Henderson, 89074
Industrial

Trade Show Services, Inc leased 43,305
SF in the Pacific Business Center from
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
for $1,060,080 on a five-year lease. The
tenant was represented by Jennifer
Levine of NAI Las Vegas. The property is located at 1055 American Pacific,
#100 and #110. Reported monthly rent is
$0.41 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89103
Industrial

Studio Instrument Rentals Inc leased
14,848 SF in the Cameron Business Center from EJM/Quaker Corner Partners
for $912,040 on a 124-month lease.
The tenant was represented by Curtis
Sanders and Jennifer Levine of NAI
Las Vegas. The property is located at
4545 Cameron Street, Suite A. Reported
monthly rent is $0.50 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89109
Industrial

Earth Limousines, LLC leased 14,400
SF in the Highland Industrial Park from
Highland Industrial Park Partnership for $354,279 on a five-year lease.
The tenant was represented by Chris
Connell of Colliers International and
the landlord was represented by Tedd
Rosenstein of Nevada Development
& Realty Co. The property is located at
2901 S. Highland Drive, Suite 6 A-H. Reported monthly rent is $0.41 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89119
Industrial

The Bright Group, LLC leased 10,920 SF
in the Spencer & Helm Business Center
from EJM Spencer Helm Property, LLC
for $359,277 on a 65-month lease. The
tenant was represented by Steve Roberts of SER Realty, LLC and the landlord was represented by Spencer Pinter
of Colliers International. The property
is located at 1660 Helm Drive, Suite 100.
Reported monthly rent is $0.51 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89120
Industrial

Nevada Freight Logistics leased 11,703
SF in the Arrowhead Commercial Center,
Building 13 from KTR LV I, LLC for $238,808
on a 42-month lease. The tenant was represented by Todd Marolf of Pinnacle Realty and the landlord was represented by
Spencer Pinter and Dan Doherty, SIOR
of Colliers International. The property is
located at 3655 E. Patrick Lane, Suites 800
and 1100. Reported monthly rent is $0.49
PSF.

Las Vegas, 89139
Industrial

NTS Mikedon, LLC leased 18,500 SF in the
Diamond Construction Facility from Diamond Real Properties, LLC for $776,600
on a 65-month lease. The tenant was represented by Dan Doherty, SIOR and Chris
Lane of Colliers International and the
landlord was represented by Mike De Lew,
SIOR and Greg Pancirov, SIOR of Colliers
International. The property is located at
7885 Westwind Road. Reported monthly
rent is $0.65 PSF.

LOANS
Reno, 89511
Office

Nevada State Development Corp. has
provided funding for a loan for Sierra
Therapy Group. The transaction had a 4.5
percent fixed interest rate for 20 years. The
loan was for the purchase of a 3,124 SF office/retail building located at 9520 Prototype Court.

Reno, 89506
Industrial

Nevada State Development Corp. has
provided funding for a loan for Sierra Packaging & Converting. The transaction had a
4.46 percent fixed interest rate for 20 years.
The loan was for the purchase of a 181,603
SF industrial building located at 11005
Stead Blvd.

Battle Mountain, 89820
Industrial

Nevada State Development Corp. has
provided funding for a loan for Viking Enterprises. The transaction had a 4.46 percent fixed interest rate for 20 years. The
loan was for the purchase of a 7,936 SF industrial building located at 2460 Industrial.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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OFFICE
TOTAL MARKET

L as Vegas

Reno

Total Square feet

52,197,085

7,484,263

Vacant Square Feet

13,367,139

1,210,044

25.6%

16.17%

Percent Vacant

127,692

0

(126,795)

43,599

$1.93

$1.50

85,909

0

2,544,479

0

10,685,470

4,111,174

2,560,464

660,117

24.0%

16.06%

0

0

(66,024)

43,652

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

$2.42

$1.60

Under Construction

8,909

0

880,838

0

31,748,870

2,096,685

8,470,423

302,486

26.7%

14.43%

New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)
Under Construction
Planned
CLASS A
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet

Office
Summary

Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption

Second Quarter 2012

Planned
CLASS B

Las Vegas

The office sector witnessed an increase in
vacancies for the fifth consecutive quarter. The
vacancy rate reached 25.6 percent by the midpoint of 2012, up 0.4 percentage points over last
quarter. Compared to the same period last year,
the vacancy rate reported a more dramatic 1.3
percentage point increase.
Approximately 128,000 square feet of new
office space entered the market during the second quarter of 2012. The first phase of Seven
Hills Plaza contributed 68,000 square feet of
partially pre-leased space. Another 60,000
square feet of speculative space was sourced
to the Windmill Office Plaza. Combined
with 310,000 square feet of new product in the
first quarter, year-to-date completions totaled
437,700 square feet.
With few planned projects moving forward
into development, the amount of space actively
under construction is slowly dwindling quarter
by quarter. By the end of the second quarter
of 2012, three projects, totaling 85,900 square
feet, remained actively under construction.
The downtown sub-market is one bright
spot in the current office market. The area reported a vacancy rate of 9.5 percent during the
second quarter of 2012, which is 16.1 percentage points less than the market average. Pricing
in the downtown region is 18.6 percent higher
than the average at $2.29 per square foot per
month. It is likely that as the area continues to
redevelop, it will out-perform other portions of
the Las Vegas valley office market.
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Reno-Sparks

The Apple announcement grabbed all the
headlines in the second quarter and for good
reason. With an expected move of office employees to Downtown, new development could
be on the horizon. That timeline has yet to be
set, but the announcement has added to the excitement of Downtown Reno. Activity did not
stop there as the South Meadows sub-market
had positive absorption mainly due to NJVC
leasing Oracle’s former data center of almost
20,000 square-feet. Other deals this quarter
include Video Game Technology’s expansion
in NevDex, the new office of Brownstein Hyatt
Farber Schreck LLP at Basin Street Properties’
50 W. Liberty Street, Scott Weed D.D.S. at 6151
Lakeside Drive and the new office of Raymond
James Financial Planning in Downtown Reno.
At the half way point through the year, we
have positively absorbed (net) almost 100,000
square feet of office space. This has put the overall direct vacancy at 16.17 percent and available
square footage at 1,210,044 square feet. This is
great news, but most of that space continues to
be absorbed in Class A buildings in the core
sub-markets: Downtown and Meadowood. Vacancy rates in Class B and C buildings in most
sub-markets are still over 20 percent.
Look for Q3 vacancy numbers to level off.
Owners with the cash for tenant improvements and the willingness to cut a deal, especially in the South Meadows sub-market,
are the owners who will keep weathering the
proverbial storm.

Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

127,692

0

(66,592)

8,028

$1.90

$1.30

77,000

0

1,663,641

0

Total Square Feet

9,762,745

1,276,404

Vacant Square Feet

2,336,252

247,441

23.9%

19.39%

0

0

Net Absorption

5,821

-8,081

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

$1.47

$1.04

Under Construction

0

0

Planned

0

0

New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)
Under Construction
Planned
CLASS C

Percent Vacant
New Construction

Next Month: RETAIL
ABREVIATION KEY
MGFS:
SF/MO:
NNN:

Modified Gross Full-Service
Square Foot Per Month
Net Net Net

Southern Nevada analysis and statistics compiled by
Applied Analysis, Northern Nevada analysis and statistics
compiled by NAI Alliance Reno
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T

he U.S. economy continues to experience slowing growth. Second quarter
data for U.S. real GDP show an annualized growth rate of 1.5 percent,
lower than the annualized rate of 2.0
percent during first quarter 2012.
Consumer spending drove most of the gains, but
was much lower than in first quarter. Business fixed
investment and residential investment also made
smaller contributions than in previous quarters.
Government spending and net exports made negative contributions. For almost a year now, the quantity of commercial paper outstanding has remained
low—an indication that little external financing is
being used to support business investment.
The Nevada economy showed mixed signs.
Seasonally adjusted, statewide employment decreased by 1,000 jobs (0.1 percent) from May to
June. The Nevada unemployment rate remained
stable at 11.6 percent in June. Visitor volume
was 1.9 percent higher in June than a year earlier.
Gaming revenue was 6.0 percent lower in June
than a year earlier, mostly as the result of reduced
slot machine play. More favorably, taxable sales
were 10.4 percent higher in May than a year earlier.
Clark County’s economy also saw mixed signs.
Seasonally adjusted, the region’s employment
showed no change from May to June, remaining at
813,600 jobs. Nonetheless, the Las Vegas unemployment rate fell from 12.2 percent in May to 12.0
percent in June. Compared to a year earlier, visitor volume was up by 1.8 percent in June. Gaming
revenue was 7.9 percent lower in June than a year
earlier, mostly as the result of reduced slot machine
play. Similar to the state’s experience, Clark County’s taxable sales for May were 10.0 percent above
those for a year earlier. Residential construction
permits rose sharply in June. Commercial construction permits remained volatile at a low level.
Washoe County saw mostly positive signs, despite a weak month for jobs. Seasonally adjusted
Reno-Sparks employment decreased by 600 jobs
(0.3 percent) from May to June. The Reno-Sparks
unemployment rate rose slightly, from 11.5 percent
in May to 11.6 in June. Compared to a year earlier,
June visitor volume was up by 3.4 percent. Gaming revenues for June were up by 7.3 percent over
the same period. Residential construction permits
increased in June, while commercial construction
permits remained at a low level.
U.S. economic growth slipped even further during
the second quarter, and preliminary signals—such
as weak gains in employment and decreases in personal consumption expenditures—indicate much of
the same for the third quarter. Nevada is beginning
to see evidence of sluggish U.S. economic growth in
the form of slowing growth of its tourism. Nonetheless, the most recent data suggest relative stability
in Nevada’s employment and gains in spending.
Ryan T. Kennelly
UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research

DATA

Nevada

GROWTH
RECENT YEAR AGO

DATE

UNITS

LATEST

PREVIOUS

YEAR AGO

COMMENTS

Employment

2012M06

000s, SA

1,133.1

1,134.1

1,118.3

-0.1%

1.3%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2012M06

%, SA

11.6

11.6

13.8

0.0%

-2.2%

Reduced Year-Over-Year

Taxable Sales

2012M05

$billion

3.711

3.530

3.361

5.1%

10.4%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2012M06

$million

832.52

885.09

885.75

-5.9%

-6.0%

Down from Year Ago

Passengers

2012M06

million persons

3.966

3.995

4.001

-0.7%

-0.9%

Down from Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2012M05

million gallons

93.12

88.46

90.71

5.3%

2.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2012M06

million persons

4.289

4.299

4.207

-0.2%

1.9%

Up Over Year Ago

Employment

2012M06

000s, SA

813.6

813.6

805.6

0.0%

1.0%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2012M06

%, Smoothed SA

12.0

12.2

14.0

-0.2%

-2.0%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2012M05

$billion

2.714

2.598

2.467

4.4%

10.0%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2012M06

$million

707.31

766.05

767.72

-7.7%

-7.9%

Down from Year Ago

Residential Permits

2012M06

units permitted

988

685

959

44.2%

3.0%

Recent Gain

Commercial Permits

2012M06

permits

14

18

19

-22.2%

-26.3%

Low and Volatile

Passengers

2012M06

million persons

3.589

3.663

3.593

-2.0%

-0.1%

Recent Decrease

Gasoline Sales

2012M05

million gallons

63.59

60.90

62.24

4.4%

2.2%

Up Over Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2012M06

million persons

3.663

3.722

3.600

-1.6%

1.8%

Up Over Year Ago

Clark County

Washoe County
Employment **

2012M06

000s, SA

189.0

189.6

189.6

-0.3%

-0.3%

Recent Decline

Unemployment Rate*

2012M06

%, Smoothed SA

11.6

11.5

13.2

0.1%

-1.6%

Increased Recently

Taxable Sales

2012M05

$billion

0.464

0.436

0.442

6.4%

4.9%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2012M06

$million

66.78

62.33

62.26

7.1%

7.3%

Up from Year Ago

Residential Permits

2012M06

units permitted

76

61

41

24.6%

85.4%

Up Over Year Ago

Commercial Permits

2012M06

permits

6

8

14

-25.0%

-57.1%

At Low Level

Passengers

2012M06

million persons

0.325

0.280

0.343

16.2%

-5.2%

Recent Gain

Gasoline Sales

2012M05

million gallons

14.18

13.38

13.96

6.0%

1.5%

Recent Gain

Visitor Volume

2012M06

million persons

0.421

0.372

0.407

13.2%

3.4%

Recent Gain

Employment

2012M07

million, SA

133.245

133.082

129.963

0.1%

2.5%

Slow Growth

Unemployment Rate

2012M07

%, SA

8.3

8.2

9.1

0.1%

-0.8%

Unchanged Recently

Consumer Price Index

2012M06

82-84=100, SA

228.6

228.5

224.8

0.0%

1.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Core CPI

2012M06

82-84=100, SA

229.9

229.4

224.9

0.2%

2.2%

Up Moderately

Employment Cost Index

2012Q2

89.06=100, SA

115.8

115.3

113.8

0.4%

1.8%

Up Moderately

Productivity Index

2012Q2

2005=100, SA

111.0

110.5

109.8

0.5%

1.1%

Up Moderately

Retail Sales Growth

2012M07

$billion, SA

403.9

400.7

387.9

0.8%

4.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Auto and Truck Sales

2012M06

million, SA

14.33

13.90

11.68

3.1%

22.7%

Up Recently

Housing Starts

2012M06

million, SA

0.760

0.711

0.614

6.9%

23.8%

Up Over Year Ago

Real GDP Growth***

2012Q2

2005$billion, SA

13,558.0

13,506.4

13,264.7

1.5%

2.2%

Up Weakly

U.S. Dollar

2012M07

97.01=100

101.675

102.162

94.618

-0.5%

7.5%

Up Over Year Ago

Trade Balance

2012M06

$billion, SA

-42.924

-48.044

-50.324

-10.7%

-14.7%

Recent Deficit Decrease

S and P 500

2012M07

monthly close

1,379.32

1,362.16

1,292.28

1.3%

6.7%

Up Moderately

Real Short-term Rates*

2012M06

%, NSA

-2.90

-3.01

-3.36

0.1%

0.5%

Less Negative

Treasury Yield Spread

2012M07

%, NSA

1.43

1.53

2.96

-0.1%

-1.5%

Narrowed

United States

*Change in percentage rate, **Reflects the Reno-Sparks MSA which includes Washoe and Storey Counties, ***Recent growth is an annulized rate

Sources: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/Tahoe
International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority; U.S. Department
of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve System.

Note: NSA = Not Seasonally Adjusted, SA = Seasonally Adjusted
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The Last Word

People

Will Nevada’s economy
be better this time next year?
“Nevada’s economy will mirror that
of the overall U.S. economy, in 2013.
Our country is facing a challenging
financial outlook with large (and
growing) federal & state budget
deficits, looming tax increases, and
likely spending cuts on numerous
domestic programs.”

Brian D. Lawenda, M.D. • Clinical Director and Radiation Oncologist, 21st Century Oncology

“Our community is uniting to focus
on local businesses, job growth and
education. NDOT’s infrastructure
upgrades are a signal that prosperity is
fighting its way back. We are a tough
community with a boom-and-bust history.
Short-term fixes are not the answer; we
now are focused on sustainability.”
Jamie Cooke • Financial Advisor and Partner, MC2 Wealth Solutions, LLC

“Since the housing market plays such
a big role in the local economy, and
it seems to be improving this year, I
would think that the overall Nevada
economy is in store for some gradual
improvement as well.”

Blane Johnson • President, Nevada Association of Realtors
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“It 100% depends on what happens
in Washington in the next 3 months;
if end of the year tax increases
are avoided and a pro-business
President/Congress takes control,
then yes; if not, then it will be
worse!”

P. Scott Voltz, MAI, MBA • Voltz Commercial Realty Advisors

“I’m a positive person by nature so my
instinct is to respond yes. I also believe the
reality of things in Las Vegas and Nevada
in general are improving. There is no lack
of economic challenges still out there, but
the people of our state have demonstrated
a resilience that I think few would have
credited us for before this most recent
crisis. Here’s to an even better 2013!”
Don Hamrick • General Manager, Chapman Dodge Chrysler Jeep Ram

“Yes, if we continue the current
path. The Nevada economy is
making incremental progress on
growth and thus employment in our
traditional business sectors; and
more importantly, we’re adding new
businesses and making progress with
our economic diversification efforts.”
Frank Woodbeck • Director, Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation

www.NevadaBusiness.com

Committed
to your success
4 Las Vegas locations

For more than 30 years, University of Phoenix has
been committed to helping professionals like you
earn a degree. We understand you need a class
schedule that fits your busy life. University of Phoenix
offers online and on-campus programs at more than
200 campuses and learning centers around the
country, including four in the Las Vegas area, offering
you an education on your terms.

Jeanine Sandford
Academic Advisor
© 2012 University of Phoenix, Inc. All rights reserved.
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